ABSTRACT

A method and apparatus are provided for detecting a fault on a power line carrying a line parameter such as a load current. The apparatus monitors and analyzes the load current to obtain an energy value. The energy value is compared to a threshold value stored in a buffer. If the energy value is greater than the threshold value a counter is incremented. If the energy value is greater than a high value threshold or less than a low value threshold then a second counter is incremented. If the difference between two subsequent energy values is greater than a constant then a third counter is incremented. A fault signal is issued if the counter is greater than a counter limit value and either the second counter is greater than a second limit value or the third counter is greater than a third limit value.
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SIGNAL FAULT
RANDOMNESS FAULT DETECTION SYSTEM

This invention was made with government support under contract nos. NAG9-143 and NAG9-192, from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, (NASA). The United States government may have certain rights in this invention.

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to an analysis system for use with an electrical utility power detection system for detecting high impedance, low current arcing faults on the power system. Power system faults may be caused by, for example, downed, broken, tangled or dangling power lines, trees contacting the power lines, and various overcurrent fault situations.

High impedance, low current arcing faults are more difficult to detect than permanent overcurrent faults, which, for instance, occur when a transformer fails. Most conventional overcurrent protection devices, such as fuses, reclosers, relays and the like, have time delays which prevent a temporary fault, such as a brief power surge, from de-energizing the power line. Only if the overcurrent fault persists does such a protection device de-energize the power line. Some of these arcing faults may initialize the timing circuits of the overcurrent protection devices but, by the end of the time delay, the high impedance nature of the fault limits the fault current to a low value. Conventional overcurrent protection devices cannot distinguish the high variability and low magnitude of the fault current from the levels of current ordinarily drawn by customers; hence, the line may remain energized even though a dangerous fault condition exists on the power line.

Other methods of detecting faults have focused on the high harmonic frequency content of the line current. These earlier methods compared the magnitude values of line current harmonics with a predetermined reference magnitude value. Two randomness techniques are proposed in the following two articles: W. H. Kwon, G. W. Lee, and Y. M. Park, "High Impedance Fault Detection Utilizing Incremental Variance of Normalized Even Order Harmonic Power," IEEE Transactions on Power Delivery, Vol. 6, April 1991, pp. 557-63; and R. D. Christie, H. Zadehgol, and M. M. Habib, "High Impedance Fault Detection in Low Voltage Power Networks," IEEE Paper No. 92 SM 507-4PWRD, presented at the IEEE-PES Summer Power Meeting, Seattle, July, 1992. The Christie publication mentions that they have implemented a randomness technique, but no specific algorithm or approach is shown.

The Kwon technique implements a calculation based upon the even order harmonics only, using a set of slow-acting calculations and algorithms. Kwon's technique involves calculation of only the difference of the power of even order harmonics in successive cycles, called the "incremental variance." If this incremental variance is sufficiently high for a sufficient number of cycles, a fault is detected. Clearly, Kwon's approach could be ineffective on faults which demonstrate slowly-changing harmonic levels. Kwon's approach is implemented only on even-order harmonics, ignoring all other harmonics, as well as all non-harmonics.

U.S. Pat. No. 3,308,345 to Warrington detects faults having an appreciable harmonic content, including arcing faults. Warrington monitors the magnitude of a distribution circuit's current at frequencies above the third harmonic by first filtering out the fundamental frequency (e.g. 60 Hertz in the United States and 50 Hertz in Europe) and its second and third harmonics. The magnitude values of the remaining high harmonic frequencies, i.e., the fourth, fifth, etc. harmonic frequencies, are then compared to a predetermined threshold magnitude value. Warrington measures the signals over a predetermined length of time and identifies only one frequency range. If the magnitude value of the high harmonic frequency components exceeds a predetermined threshold, and remains above this threshold for a predetermined length of time, then the Warrington device produces a warning signal.

However, faults often exhibit high variability in magnitude at low frequencies, particularly at nonharmonic frequencies near the fundamental frequency. The earlier methods failed to recognize the high variability of these arcing faults from one half-cycle of the fundamental frequency to another, and thus, were ineffective for detecting many arcing faults.

Moreover, arcing faults may become quiescent for brief or lengthy periods, with no measurable fault current being drawn even though the fault condition still persists. The earlier methods ignored this phenomenon.

Also, if the earlier detection systems set the reference magnitude values too low, then they would often be too sensitive. As a result, the power lines would be de-energized when no hazardous fault existed on the line. Conversely, if the reference magnitude values were set too high, the lines would remain energized even though a dangerous fault existed on the power line.

Thus, a need exists for an improved fault detection system for electrical power utilities which is directed toward overcoming, and not susceptible to, the above limitations and disadvantages.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention encompasses a randomness fault detection system which detects faults by analyzing the variability of a waveform of a parameter indicative of the power flowing through the line to provide a remaining fault component for analysis. The preferred analysis comprises determining the difference between the energy values of the present parameter waveform and a set of threshold values which are calculated based on arithmetic averages of historic energy values stored in a buffer.

The illustrated embodiment of the present invention tracks a parameter waveform comprising the actual line current to account for changing load conditions when determining whether a high impedance fault has occurred. Voltage waveforms, either line-to-line or line-to-neutral voltages, may also be used as the monitored parameter. This system, as well as the method of fault detection which it illustrates, advantageously minimize unnecessary power service interruptions and outages.

According to another aspect of the present invention, a method is provided for analyzing faults occurring on a power line. In a monitoring step, a parameter indicative of power flowing over the power line is monitored and data samples of the monitored parameter are loaded into an input buffer. In a conversion step, the data samples are converted into energy values and stored in an output buffer. In a comparing step, a first sample energy value based on the monitored parameter is compared to a threshold value. In an updating step, when the first sample energy value is less than
or equal to the threshold value, then one of the energy values stored in the output buffer is replaced with the first sample energy value. In a recognizing step, when the first sample energy value is greater than the threshold value, then a signal is produced indicating that the detector has recognized that a fault exists on the power line.

An overall object of the present invention is to provide a fault detection system for detecting high impedance, low current faults that are too small to be properly recognized by conventional overcurrent protection systems.

A further object of the present invention is to provide a fault detection system for accurately identifying dangerous high impedance low current arcing faults.

Another object of the present invention is to provide a fault detection system which is faster, more economical, and more reliable than the earlier systems.

The present invention relates to the above features and objects individually as well as collectively. These and other objects, features and advantages of the present invention will become apparent to those skilled in the art from the following description and drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a schematic block single line diagram of one form of a randomness fault detection system of the present invention.

FIG. 2 is a graph showing the variability of a line parameter waveform.

FIGS. 3A, 3B, 3C and 3D, referred to herein collectively as "FIG. 3," are adjoining portions of a flow chart illustrating one manner of operating the randomness fault detection system of FIG. 1.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

Referring to FIG. 1, a randomness fault detection system or detector 10 constructed in accordance with the present invention is shown coupled to detect faults, such as high impedance, low current faults, which may be manifested as arcing faults, on a feeder line 12. The randomness fault detector 10 may be operated alone, or as a portion of a higher level fault analysis scheme, such as the one disclosed in one of the coinventors' other concurrently filed patent applications, entitled, "Expert System For Detecting High Impedance Faults", filed Oct. 15, 1993, Ser. No. 08/138,392. In an alternative embodiment, the detector 10 may be used in conjunction with several other fault analysis schemes. The detector may be coupled in parallel or in series with these other fault analysis systems (not shown).

The feeder line 12 receives power from an AC power source, such as a generating station 14, through a substation 16. Other feeder lines (not shown) may also receive power from the generating station 14 and exit the substation 16. The feeder line 12 delivers power from the substation 16 to a variety of utility customers, such as customer 18.

Alternatively, the generating station 14, the substation 16, and feeder line 12 illustrate a portion of an electrical utility's power system 20. Most typical power systems generate and distribute power using a three phase system. Thus, the feeder line 12 may deliver power over three phase lines, known as phases A, B, and C. The feeder line 12 may also have a neutral conductor. For convenience, power system 20 illustrated herein is such a three phase system, illustrated as a single line diagram in FIG. 1.

Between the substation 16 and the customer 18, the feeder line 12 may be subjected to a variety of different types of events, activities and faults. Some typical faults are illustrated in FIG. 1, including an arcing fault caused by a downed conductor 22, a dangling conductor 24, or momentary contact of a tree 25 or other object with the feeder line 12. The system may also be subject to other disrupting events, such as an overcurrent event 26, and a switching event 28 performed by a conventional recloser or the like.

The detector 10 includes a monitoring device, such as a sensor or transducer 30, coupled to feeder line 12 as indicated schematically by line 32. The term "monitoring device" is broadly defined herein to include sensing devices, detecting devices, and any other structurally equivalent device or system understood to be interchangeable therewith by those skilled in the art. The illustrated transducer 30 senses or monitors a line parameter indicative of power flow through the line 12, such as line voltage (line-to-line voltage V_{ll} or line-to-neutral voltage V_{ln}) or load current I_{L}. FIG. 2 illustrates a typical variability of the magnitude of a line parameter on feeder line 12 over a time period of one second.

For instance, in response to monitoring the line parameter, the transducer 30 produces a line parameter signal indicative of the monitored parameter representing power delivered by line 12, and is illustrated as a load current I_{L} signal 34, from which the fault components of the monitored parameter may be determined. The transducer 30 may be a conventional transducer or an equivalent device, such as a multiple phase current measuring device typically having one current transformer per phase, plus one on the neutral conductor, of the feeder line 12. If instead voltage is the selected parameter of monitoring, there are a variety of commercially available voltage transducers known to those skilled in the art that would be suitable for monitoring line-to-line or line-to-neutral voltages. Of course, both voltage and current may be monitored if desired. It is also conceivable that other line parameters may be measured, with suitable transducers selected to accomplish the desired monitoring, for instance, power.

The detector 10 may also include surge protection, for example, a surge suppressor or protector 36. The surge protector 36 may be supplied either with the transducer 30, as illustrated, or as a separate component. The surge protector 36 protects the detector 10 from power surges on the feeder line 12, such as those caused by lightning strikes or the like.

A controller 35 receives the load current signal 34 from transducer 30. It is apparent that signal 34 may represent voltage if that is the parameter monitored by transducer 30. In the illustrated embodiment, the controller 35 may include a signal conditioner 38 for filtering and amplifying the load current signal 34 to provide a clean conditioned load current signal 40. Preferably, the signal conditioner 38 includes a low-pass filter suitable for satisfying the Nyquist criteria of sampling, known to those skilled in the art.

The signal conditioner 38 may also amplify the load current signal 34 for the appropriate gain required by an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter 42. For example, the current flowing on the power system 20 may have a dynamic range of 10 to 10,000 Amps, so the signal conditioner 38 appropriately scales these signals for conversion by the A/D converter 42 from an analog signal 40 into a digital load current signal 44.

When the transducer 30 is an analog device, the controller 35 includes the illustrated discrete A/D converter 42. The
transducer 30 may also be implemented as a digital device which incorporates the signal conditioning function of conditioner 38 and the analog-to-digital conversion function of the A/D converter 42.

Additionally, the controller 35 may include a power parameter sampling device or sampler 45. The illustrated sampler 45 samples the digitized current signal 44 at selected intervals to provide an accurate representation of the load level due to rapidly changing conditions, such as during arcing faults.

In the illustrated embodiment, sampler 45 on microcomputer system 48 may convert the digitized data samples into frequency components using Fast Fourier or Discrete Fourier Transform equations or equivalent equations known to those skilled in the art. The equations may be used to form spectra of frequency components which may serve as input parameters to detector 10 for further processing as described in detail below.

In the illustrated embodiment, the sampler 45 provides a sampler signal 46 corresponding to the sampled line parameter values, such as line current I, or line-to-neutral voltage (Vn) or line-to-line voltage (Vl). The sampler signal 46 is supplied via a microcomputer bus 47 to a computing device, such as a microcomputer system 48. The illustrated microcomputer system 48 has a computer, which may be a single-board computer 50, coupled with a memory device, for instance, a random-access memory 52, and a data storage device, such as a hard disk 54. As described in detail below, the random-access memory may include several buffers. A suitable microcomputer system 48 may include a conventional personal computer or any other equivalent device known to be interchangeable by those skilled in the art.

The sampler 45 may measure the line parameter values on a time-domain basis, or the sampling function may be conducted by microcomputer system 48. The transducer 30 monitors the feeder line 12 to detect abnormally high levels of variability of the measured line parameters over a short period of time typically ranging from less than ½ second to over several seconds. This measuring time period may be established by the sampler 45, the transducer 30, and/or the microcomputer system 48. As is apparent, the detector 10 may also detect abnormalities measured over shorter and longer time periods. Other details of the sampling process are described below.

It is apparent to those skilled in the art that other variations of these sensing and sampling functions are also possible. For instance, line-to-line voltages Vll or line-to-neutral voltages Vln may be monitored, sampled and analyzed instead of, or in addition to, monitoring of the line current I.

The controller 35 has a circuit breaker interface 60 for receiving a trip command signal 62 from the computer 50 via bus 47. In response to the trip command signal 62, the interface 60 sends a trip signal 64 to a circuit breaker trip circuit 66. The circuit trip 66 drives a circuit breaker (not shown) located at substation 16 to de-energize ("trip") feeder line 12.

The controller 35 may also include an optional serial interface 68, such as a modem for sending and receiving a peripheral device signal 70 over a telephone network. The interface 68 may communicate with an external peripheral device 72, such as a remotely located power distribution control center. In some systems, the peripheral device 72 may provide a remote input to the detector 10 via serial interface 68, for example, to override previous programming of the detector 10, such as initial settings, sampling rates, a sampling time period, and the like.

Controller 35 may also include an output device, such as a visual display device 74, or a printer. Preferably, the output display 74 provides a visual indication of the status of detector 10, feeder line 12, and the previous operating conditions of the feeder line. The controller 35 may also provide an alarm signal 76 via bus 47 to an alarm 78, which may be visual, auditive, or both.

In the utility industry, it is generally accepted that power distribution involving voltage levels below 25 kV presents a problematic in the area of high impedance fault detection. The problems associated with this detection are due in part because at this voltage, the arc impedance is relatively high, and therefore, fault current is low. Furthermore, the mechanisms of the fault are such that steady arcs are typically not sustained. Thus, the arcing stops before fuses are able to blow and hence current protection devices are able to operate. Of course, this same difficulty may also be encountered in distribution systems operating at voltage levels of 25 kV and above.

Typically, the fault current magnitude of a high impedance fault on the power system 20 is dependent upon the various environmental conditions at the fault site. For example, the current magnitude will fluctuate as the resistance of the current path changes due to the presence of ionized gases, soil particles and the like in the current path, as well as the type of grounding surface in contact with the live conductor. Thus, the fault current magnitude is simply not related the voltage or current levels of the line, nor to the rated to capacities of the distribution system.

Operation

Referring now to FIGS. 3A, 3B, 3C and 3D, collectively referred to herein as "FIG. 3," a flow chart 100, in accordance with the present invention, illustrates a method of processing the sampled feed line data and one manner of operating the randomness fault detector 10. This method is schematically illustrated in flow chart 100 as a series of steps or portions. A portion is defined broadly herein as a component for performing a processing step, as well as a step of the illustrated process, which may be implemented by hardware, software or combinations thereof known to those skilled in the art. The detector control scheme in flow chart 100 is initialized when a START portion 102 issues a start signal 108 upon start-up of the detection system 10.

In general, preferably the software in the microcomputer system 48 analyzes patterns or signatures in the circuit current I, over time, and from this analysis, then makes determinations about the occurrences which produce the recognized patterns. Specifically, the software may identify short duration, randomly variable signatures in different frequency components of the monitored feeder parameter, such as the line current I, that are associated with arcing, downed conductor faults. If these variations persist for sufficient time, such as on the order of 15 seconds, then a fault is indicated by detector 10. Typically, signatures which vanish before the end of such a timing period are indicative of switching operations, and they are not classified as faults.

The illustrated randomness technique implemented by detector 10 is an improvement over earlier systems because it involves two distinct threshold levels: the signal must go above the higher one and below the lower one as one way to demonstrate variability. The approach of detector 10 advantageously incorporates a second method for indicating variability in rate of change calculation, which was ignored by earlier systems. If a rate of change threshold is exceeded, variability is demonstrated and hence, a fault is detected.

The randomness function of detector 10 may be used in a stand-alone configuration, or in conjunction with fault detec-
The randomness function operates in preferably the first measured data sample, stored in input buffer 80, which receives energy values of the data samples stored in buffer 80. The RAM 52 may store data for the corresponding to one second of data, e.g. 1920 samples for those skilled in the art. For illustration purposes, the current monitoring embodiment is described in detail, although it is apparent that the detector 10 may operate in a similar manner if voltage \( V_{LL} \) is the monitored parameter to generate data samples indicative of power flow through line 12. In the illustrated embodiment, the microcomputer 48 calculates a value proportional to the energy of the digitized data samples stored in buffer 80. The calculation is preferably, but not necessarily, conducted by summing the mathematically squared values of the digitized data samples over an appropriate period of time, such as several tens of milliseconds. As shown in the equation below, the energy \( E \) is preferably calculated from \( N \) digitized data samples stored in buffer 80 according to the following equation:

\[
E = \sum_{j=1}^{N} P(j)
\]

where:

- \( T \) is the period over which the energy value \( E \) is calculated;
- \( N \) is the number of data samples digitized per power system cycle; and
- \( P(j) \) is the \( j \)th digitized current sample in the power system cycle, that is, \( j = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, N \).

If voltage is monitored, then \( I \) is replaced by \( V \) in this equation.

Over time, energy values are calculated as more digitized data samples are stored in buffer 80. In this manner, one energy value is calculated for each \( N \) digitized data samples. As described above, the microcomputer 48 may calculate energy values based on the data samples stored in buffer 80. From each frequency spectrum, a single frequency may be chosen as the parameter for calculating the energy values, or an arithmetic average of a plurality of frequency components, such as all frequency components of each frequency spectrum, may be used for calculating the energy values.

For example, the selected frequency component may be one of the odd or even harmonics (integral multiples of the fundamental frequency), such as 120 Hz, 180 Hz, 240 Hz, etc., or for a fundamental frequency of 60 Hz. Alternatively, the selected frequency component may be one of the non-harmonic frequencies (any frequency component which is not an integral multiple of the fundamental frequency).

Moreover, the frequency component selected may be a combination of some or all of the even harmonic and/or non-harmonic frequency components. Such a combination approach may provide the greatest sensitivity to downed conductor arcing faults 24, while also maintaining the highest degree of security against incorrect identification by the detector 10 of a non-fault condition as a fault, which would prevent false line trips (de-energizations).

Another useful frequency component which may be selected is the “high frequency” current (or voltage) component, for example, frequencies above 1.0 kHz. Typically, such high frequency components are not obtained using Fast Fourier Transform equations, but rather by using an electronic filter, such as a high pass filter well known to those skilled in the art. This filter may be a portion of the signal conditioner 38, selected to remove the undesirable
frequency components below the desired threshold, here, 1.0 kHz.

It is apparent that other frequency components may be selected. For instance, one or more of the odd-harmonics (multiples of the fundamental which are not multiples of twice the fundamental frequency) may be used as inputs to the operational scheme illustrated in flow chart 100, although with possibly less attractive results than the other selections mentioned above. The energy values calculated by microcomputer system 48, whether odd or even harmonics, non-harmonics, high or low frequency, or combinations thereof, may be stored in output buffer 82 as explained in detail below.

Referring specifically to FIG. 3A, labeled as the “Initialization State,” in response to a system start-up command, from a system operator for instance, the starting portion 102 issues Signal 108 to an initialization or initializer 110. In response to signal 108, the initializer 110 begins to load or fill the output buffer 82 with “ENEVAL” energy values calculated by, for example, computer 50 based on the data samples stored in buffer 80, according to the energy value (E) equation given above. It is apparent to those skilled in the art that the calculations to convert the data samples in the input buffer 80 to energy values may be conducted by other devices known to be equivalent to computer 50.

In the illustrated embodiment, the energy values are stored sequentially in the buffer 82 so that the first value is stored in a first memory position, the second energy value in a second memory position, etc. When the energy values are loaded, the initializer 110 calculates and stores an “AVE” arithmetic average value (sum of all values divided by the number of values summed) of the energy values stored in the buffer 82. The AVE average value may be stored in a portion of RAM 52 for retrieval and subsequent updating. When initializer 110 issues a proceed command signal 112, the detector 10 enters a “Normal State,” as shown specifically in FIG. 3B. The proceed signal 112 is received by a data retrieval portion or retriever 114.

In response to the proceed signal 112, the retriever 114 obtains the next set of N data samples from input buffer 80 so that computer 50 may calculate the corresponding energy values and load the next available energy value ENEVAL into the buffer 82. When the next ENEVAL energy value is loaded, the retriever 114 sends a new energy value signal 116 to an energy comparison portion or comparator 118. The Normal State sequence illustrated in FIG. 3B is entered from the initialization state of FIG. 3A upon receipt of proceed signal 112, before it is known whether the state is actually normal or not. The state is normal if comparator 118 determines “no” to the query: ENEVAL>(MULT)(AVE), with the multiplication operation being indicated by an asterisk in “*” in flow chart 100. Upon receiving the next energy value signal 116, the comparator 118 compares the retrieved ENEVAL value with a first threshold value comprising the value of the product (indicated by an asterisk “*”) of a MULT multiplier value and the AVE average value calculated and stored away by the initializer 110. The value of MULT may be supplied by an operator of the system, for example to adjust the sensitivity of the detector 10. The MULT value may be a constant value or a dynamic value, periodically updated by the detector 10.

If ENEVAL is not greater than the product of the MULT multiplier value and the AVE average value (i.e., MULT)(AVE), then comparator 118 issues a NO event signal 120 to an updating or updater 122. In response to the NO event signal 120, the updater 122 replaces the first or oldest energy value stored in buffer 82 with this newest ENEVAL value and calculates a new AVE average value also using this newest ENEVAL energy value. The updater 122 then issues an updated signal 124 to the retriever 114 which then obtains the next newest ENEVAL energy value from buffer 82 when it becomes available. As described above, the ENEVAL energy value is then compared to the product of MULT multiplier value and the AVE average value. This iteration loop continues until an ENEVAL value is found which is greater than the product of MULT multiplier value and the AVE average value (ENEVAL>(MULT)(AVE)), whereupon the comparator 118 issues a YES event signal 126. Upon issuing the YES signal 126, the detector 10 enters an “Event State,” as shown specifically in FIG. 3C.

In the Event State, a second initializing portion or initializer 128 receives the YES signal 126 and resets three counter units within counter 84, specifically, the “CNTR 1,” “CNTR 2," and “CNTR 3" counters, to a zero value (e.g., CNTR 1=0, CNTR 2=0). The CNTR 1 counter counts the number of ENEVAL energy values analyzed or loaded into the buffer 82 while the detector 10 is in the Event State. The CNTR 1 counter counts the number of times the energy values analyzed are greater than a second threshold value, specifically, a “HIVAL” upper threshold value, or less than a third threshold value, specifically, a “LOVAL” lower threshold value. The CNTR 2 counter counts the number of adjacent (in time) energy values which differ from one another, in absolute value, by more than a specific, “DIFF” amount. The LOVAL, HIVAL and DIFF values are preferably, but not necessarily, predetermined constants, but they may also be dynamic values. When the constants have been pre-set by the second initializer 128, a reset signal 130 is issued to a third initializing portion or threshold initializer 132.

Upon receiving the reset signal 130, the threshold initializer 132 sets or initializes the LOVAL lower threshold value to equal the product of a LOTHRESH constant and the AVE average value (LOVAL=(LOTHRESH)(AVE)). The threshold initializer 132 also initializes the HIVAL upper threshold value to equal the product of a HITRESH constant and AVE average value (HIVAL=(HITRESH)(AVE)), and the DIFF value is set to the product of a D_THRESH constant and AVE average value (DIFF=D_THRESH * AVE). The LOTHRESH, HITRESH and D_THRESH constants are all preferably predetermined constants supplied by an operator of the system, example to adjust the sensitivity of the detector 10. Alternatively, these values may be dynamic variables which are periodically updated by the detector 10. Finally, the initializer 132 sets an “ABOVE” system indicator or flag to a TRUE value (ABOVE=TRUE).

When the ABOVE flag is set, the threshold initializer 132 issues a load signal 134 to a second data retrieval portion or retriever 136, which then obtains and loads the next available ENEVAL energy value into buffer 82. When the next ENEVAL energy value is loaded into the buffer 82, the retriever 136 issues a new ENEVAL energy value signal 138 to a CNTR incrementing portion or CNTR incrementor 140. In response to signal 138, the CNTR incrementor 140 increments the count of the CNTR counter (initially set to zero by second initializer 128) from its previous value by one (i.e., CNTR=CNTR+(CNTR+1)) because an energy value was loaded into buffer 82 while the detection system 10 was in the Event State (FIG. 3C). When the count of the CNTR counter is incremented, incrementor 140 issues a new count signal 142 to a counter comparing portion or counter comparator 144.

Upon receiving signal 142, the comparator 144 compares the count of the CNTR counter with the value of a CNTR LIM threshold limit. The CNTR LIM limit may be a
predetermined threshold value preferably having a value greater than zero. The CNTRLIM value may be supplied by an operator of the system, for example to adjust the sensitivity of the detector 10. The CNTRLIM value may be a constant value or a dynamic value, periodically updated by the detector 10.

If comparator 144 finds the count of the CNTR counter is not greater than the CNTRLIM limit (i.e., CNTR ≤ CNTRLIM), then the comparator 144 sends a below upper limit or NO signal 146 to an energy comparing portion or energy comparator 148. In response to the NO signal 146, the energy comparator 148 compares the ENEVAL value with the HIVAL value set by the third initializer 132. If the ENEVAL value is greater than the HIVAL value (ENEVAL > HIVAL), then the energy comparator 148 issues an above upper limit or YES signal 150 to a system indication comparator 152. Upon receiving YES signal 150, the comparator 152 compares or determines if the indicator chart LIM limit (i.e., ABOVE=TRUE), which occurs when one occurrence of ENEVAL being greater than LOVAL has been analyzed. The adjustment 174 sends an adjusted signal via bus 156 to the SET VAL establisher 158.

Conversely, the ABOVE flag is set to the TRUE setting (i.e., ABOVE=TRUE), which occurs when not needed or YES signal 150 to the SET VAL establisher 158 (FIG. 3D) sets a VAL value to equal the absolute value (indicated in flow chart 100 as the operation "ABS") of the difference between ENEVAL and a previous energy value, PREV-ENEVAL calculated just before ENEVAL.

The SET VAL establisher 158 then sends a new value signal 184 to a difference comparison portion or comparator 166, which compares the value of VAL with the value of DIFF. If the value of VAL is not greater than that of DIFF (i.e., VAL > DIFF), then comparator 168 issues an increment not needed or NO signal 188 via a signal bus 190 back to the second retriever 136 (FIG. 3C) to load the next ENEVAL value into buffer 82 as described above. If the value of VAL is greater than that of DIFF (VAL > DIFF), then the comparator 186 sends a YES increment signal 192 to a CNTR2 incrementing portion or incrementor 194. The incrementor 194 then increments the count of the CNTR2 counter from its previous value by one (i.e., CNTR2 = CNTR2 + 1) because the difference between two adjacent energy values ENEVAL and PREV ENEVAL stored in buffer 82 is greater than DIFF. When CNTR2 is incremented, incrementor 194 sends a new value signal 196 via bus 190 back to the second retriever 136 (FIG. 3C) to load the next ENEVAL value into buffer 82, as described above. This iteration continues as long as the count of the CNTR counter determined by the comparator 144 is less than or equal to CNTRLIM value.

If the count of the CNTR counter in comparator 144 is greater than the CNTRLIM value (CNTR > CNTRLIM), then comparator 144 sends a YES above limit signal 198 to a counter comparison portion or comparator 200. In response to signal 198, comparator 200 compares the counts of the CNTR1 and CNTR2 counters to predetermined threshold limits CNTR1 LIM and CNTR2 LIM, respectively.

If comparator 200 finds the CNTR1 count is greater than CNTR1 LIM or the CNTR2 count is greater than CNTR2 LIM, then the comparator 200 issues a YES fault signal 202 to a fault signalling portion 204. In response to YES fault signal 202, fault signalling portion 204 sends a fault signal 208 back to the initializer 110, indicating that there is a fault on the power line. In response to signal 206, the initializer 110 deletes, or transfers, the energy values stored in buffer 82 and re-fills the buffer 82 with a new set of energy values based on data samples stored in input buffer 80 and calculates a new average AVE as described above. The fault portion 204 may also send a fault signal to circuit breaker 66, peripheral device 72 or to an equivalent place to indicate that a fault exists on feeder line 12.

If comparator 200 finds that the CNTR1 count is equal to or less than CNTR1 LIM (CNTR1 ≤ CNTR1 LIM) and the CNTR2 count is equal to or less than CNTR2 LIM (CNTR2 ≤ CNTR2 LIM), then comparator 200 sends a NO fault signal 208 back to loader 114 in the NORMAL state to
Having illustrated and described the principles of our invention with respect to a preferred embodiment, it should be apparent to those skilled in the art that our invention may be modified in arrangement and detail without departing from such principles.

For example, while the illustrated embodiment has been implemented in computer software, or discussed in terms of devices, it is apparent that structural equivalents of the various components and devices may be substituted as known to those skilled in the art to perform the same functions. Furthermore, while various hardware devices, such as the transducer, sampler and microcomputer system are illustrated, it is apparent that other devices known to be interchangeable by those skilled in the art may be substituted. We claim all such modifications falling within the scope and spirit of the following claims.

We claim:

1. A method of detecting faults occurring on a power line that carries a power signal, said method comprising the steps of:
   - sampling said power signal to obtain energy values;
   - storing said energy values in a buffer to form buffered energy values;
   - generating a first threshold value based on the average of said buffered energy values;
   - sampling said power signal to obtain a new energy value;
   - comparing said new energy value to said first threshold value;
   - replacing one of said buffered energy values with said new energy value when said new energy value is less than or equal to said first threshold value;
   - executing event state operations when said new energy value is greater than said first threshold value, said executing step including the steps of:
     - sampling said power signal to obtain event state energy values,
     - establishing a first count of the number of times said event state energy values are greater than an upper threshold value or less than a lower threshold value and determining whether said first count exceeds a predetermined threshold and thereby indicates a fault exists on said power line, and
     - maintaining a second count of the number of adjacent event state energy values that differ from one another in absolute value, by more than a predetermined amount and determining whether said second count exceeds a specified threshold and thereby indicates a fault exists on said power line.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein said energy values correspond to the current of said power signal.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein said energy values correspond to the voltage of said power signal.